Frequently asked question
Questions about the game
•
o

•
o

•
o

•
o

Can I have a private, personal plotline?
We are providing Domain, Clan and personal levels of immersion to every player.
These are however limited due to the number of players and the scale of the
event. There will be also several smaller plotlines ready to approach and get
involved to during the game. If you are looking for something really private and
personal, please, contact us with a detailed plan.
Can I bring my weapons? What are the limitations of weapons and props
during the game?
Yes, you can bring weapons to the game. However, please take note, that you will
be allowed to carry and use only LARP safe props during the game, so take care
that your weapons (and any other accessories) fall in that category. Still, the
organisers has the right to make decisions in this manner and even if you think
your prop is LARP safe enough, you might be asked to leave it in your room. The
in-game limitations will be handled by the host and the security team and
generally serious weaponry will not be allowed to be carried. Also, weapons (or
anything similar) will not be allowed to be used or carried on open locations, and
take care of handling and transporting your weapons to the hotel in a closed
manner.

What are the limitations and rules of costumes and symbols?
On the one hand, wear whatever fits you, your character and feel yourself
comfortable in. This is a Conclave, a ceremonial and official event, but not a
"dance ball" or a "royal court". Be polite and elegant, but customise your costume
according to your character. On the other hand, please take note there will be
above 100 players, so be modest. What is fitting for you might be too much for
others. Albeit all participants are adults, keep the levels of sexuality and horror
at an acceptable level. If you are in doubt, please contact the organisers. This
even more applies to political symbols - we are coming from almost a dozen of
different countires and from many different personal histories. Symbols, which
leave a bad taste are to be avoided, be those religious, political, military, left- or
right wing. Of course, the lines are open to personal interpretation, and the more
recent or heavily condemned a symbol is, the bigger impact it can have. Still, the
organisers has the right to make decisions in this manner and even if you think
your costume is appropiate enough, you might be asked to change it.

I would like to hunt - what shall I do?
Please follow the rules for hunting as according to the documents handed to you
and look for storyteller's help.
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What are the rules of etiquette?
We will provide a handout document about protocol and etiquette, including how
to address high-ranking characters, how to use titles, how to bow and kneel, and
if you are a high-ranking one, how to accept these and how to behave towards
inferiors. To provide a unified and joint atmosphere and world, please, abide to
these rules during the game - or if you do not, do it willingly as a character choise
and bear the consequences.

I wish to use my connections, backgrounds, mortal influences - how can
I do so?
For the sake of the large number of players and the different backgrounds and
storylines, we use an abstract system. Everything what is important enough to be
represented and taken into consideration will be symbolised by so called tokens.
There will be four categories - military, influence, secrets and occult. According to
your character you will get an appropiate amount of such tokens at the start of
the game. These will represent your influences and with these only can you
manifest your connections and action - following various gamification rules.

How can I summon my military forces, Werewolf buddies, private
mercenaries here? How can I use my occult library, my collection of
relics, my Nosferatu information channels? How can I puppet
governments, banks, media and sects during the Conclave?
These all will be represented by the tokens mentioned in the previous question.
You can use the tokens following the game rules. Other usages will not be
possible. You cannot have your armies, magical tomes and industrual tycoons
represented in any other way.

Can characters die?
If the story and the circumstances demand it, yes, character can and will die. We
do not directly plan to kill any characters just for the sake of it, but we also do
not protect characters from consequences. However, our first and main rule is to
prefer the story and the drama - if a character has to die, be it theatrical and
dramatic.

I would like to kill / diablerise another character. Am I allowed to do?
If you can bear the consequences in-game, and your character is capable of the
action, go on. Look for a storyteller, announce your action and follow their
instructions.
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What is the limitation of physical contact during the game? Can I touch
other players? Can I hug, hold, hit, kiss others?
The game's main principle is non-contact. However, if dramatisation requires it,
and the other party fully agrees to in OOG, you are allowed to touch others
according to their permission. You are not allowed to touch other players without
outright permission, no matter the circumstances. If a player states they do not
allow any touch, respect it and do not try to find a way. Always ask for
permission first! Please, take note that touching other Vampires awakanes your
Beast according to the rules handed to you.

What are the rules for language usage?
The official language of the Conclave is English. Only English. If you are capable
of speaking English, please, use it even with those players who can understand
you in other languages, including your mouther tongue. If your character wants
to be secretive and use another language, you can use OOG other language too,
but only if both you and the others who are listening speak that language both
in-game and out-of-game. If you want to use a language what your character
knows but you do not (like Latin), speak English and when somebody comes by,
tell them OOG what language your character speaks.
Questions about the logistics and conditions

•
o

•
o

•
o

Where will the game itself take place?
The game will take place at the small mountain village of Parádsasvár
(https://www.google.hu/maps/place/Par%C3%A1dsasv%C3%A1r), at the Mansion
Hotel (http://www.khs.hu/en/).

When shall I arrive for the Budapest sightseeing?
The sightseeing will take place one day before the official start of the Conclave,
on Thursday, the 23rd of February in Budapest. The afternoon sightseeing will be
followed by night-time activities. Please, take note that the Conclave will not be
in Budapest, but around an hour away in Parádsasvár, and the accomodation in
the castle is only from Friday, thus you will need additional accomodation in
Budapest for Thursday night.

What are the out-of-game daytime activities during the Conclave?
We offer daytime activities at Saturday - paintball, dances and presentations
about Hungarian culture and folklore. Aside from these, you will be able to use
the spa of the hotel, the pools and saunas. For the spa, please, do not forget to
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carry your swimsuit and bikini. :) The paintball will require additional fees, while
the dances, presentations and the spa are of course free. As Friday is for
travelling and registration, we do not offer any out-of-game activities at that day.
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When can I take my room in the castle?
You can arrive and take your room from 14.00 on Friday, the 24th of February.
Please calculate the travel from Budapest (if you arrive there or had an
accomodation there from the previous day) to Parádsasvár which is around 90
minutes by highway (which require vignette) or 150 minutes if you avoid the
highways.

I have lost my key, who can help me? I forgot my room number, who can
help me? I have issues with my room, who can help me?
Please contact the hotel reception for help. In the meanwhile, please, notify an
organiser also so that we also remain informed.

I have a special condition (hearing / seeing / talking / moving
impediment, physchological condition, epilepsy ect.), will the game be
suitable and safe for me? How can I fully participate?
Please contact us as soon as possible and we will discuss the possible solutions for
you.

What shall I do if my food preferences/allergies or medical conditions
changed since my application?
Please write to us immediately with a detailed explanation of your situation so
that we can provide you the best care we can.

What foods will the Conclave provide us?
We offer an early open buffet dinner at Friday and Saturday, and a late open
buffet breakfast at Saturday and Sunday. Aside from these, you will be able to
order food from the restaurant at your own expense. The same applies for soft
drinks, coffee, tea and alcohol at the hotel.

Will there be any medical supervisions for the Conclave?
We have authorised first aid personell and the hotel hosting the venue is also
fully capable of dealing with smaller accidents, illnesses and sicknesses. If you
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have any special needs we need to know (medications, haemophilia, allergies,
intolerances) please contact us as soon as possible!

•
o

•
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•
o

Who will be my room-mates? I asked for specific room-mates or
conditions, will those be fulfilled?
We will be distributing rooms in the middle of January. We will try to fulfil all
requests in this manner and put people who asked for it in rooms together. The
rooms house 3 people (due to the large number of applicants), thus we cannot
fulfil request of 4 or 5 (or even more) people wishing to share a room. Similarly,
we have very limited possibility to fulfil requests of private 1- or 2-people
bedrooms. We will take nationality and gender both in consideration. We will let
you know your room-mates in time and you will be able ask for changes if the
setting does not fit you.

When does the game begin?
The game begins after sunset at 19.00. After it we will start with the in-game
events, so please calculate your time to dress up, prepare your costume, props,
hair and makeup.

Will there be some more and some less social events? Do I require more
than one constume for ball and for other activities?
There will be a more formal, more ceremonial start with dances, introductions
and mighty Vampires present, but there will not be a full-fledged, outright "ball"
event. It is up to you (and the size of your suitcase) to decide how many costumes
do you bring. There will be political and investigative activities, but no outright
action or even outdoors sessions which require a specific set of clothing.
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